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Immediate versus deferred
coronary angioplasty in non-ST-
elevation acute coronary
syndromes

To the editor: Riezebos et al have published
an elegant study trying to inform about a
critically important question on the optimal
timing of patients admitted with a non-ST
elevation acute coronary syndrome suitable
for revascularisation.1 In their study, which
despite being multicentric had a very slow
recruitment rate, the main difficulty lies in
understanding the value of cardiac enzyme
measurements as an outcome, given that
patients were considered to have a myocar-
dial infarction if the creatine kinase-MB
exceeded more than once the upper limit
of normal. If these end points were entirely
removed, then the event rates were identical
both at an early and intermediate time point
of 6 months. Perhaps a left ventricular
ejection fraction or cardiac MRI measure of
the size of the infarct would be the ideal
method of assessment. Certainly, if patient-
oriented measures were used—length of
stay, rehospitalisation, further procedures,
other late events, quality of life and func-
tional status at 6 months—these measures
would fare equally or favour an early
revascularisation strategy for measures such
as length of stay.

Furthermore, the recruitment period of up
to 2007 may not reflect the higher loading
doses of clopidogrel commonly used and also
the frequency with which these drugs are
now prescribed in the ambulance en route to
the interventional centre. These factors are
an important limitation to the interpreta-
tion of the OPTIMA trial, whose concept is
still valid for a decision-making larger trial
based on more complete assessment of
infarct size.
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The authors’ reply: In our study, we
reported an increased rate of myocardial
infarction (MI) in high-risk patients with
non-refractory non-ST-segment elevation
acute coronary syndromes (NSTE-ACS)
treated with immediate percutaneous cor-
onary intervention (PCI) as compared with a
24 h deferred PCI.1

The use of biomarkers for detection of MI
is generally accepted and in our view

legitimate as study end point.2 Also, employ-
ing higher cut-off values would not have
changed the message of the study.

Quantification of infarcted areas using
late contrast enhancement on cardiac MR,
as suggested, is indeed a very elegant and
precise method to compare the amount of
damaged myocardium in both groups.
However, it would have made the study
more complex and would certainly have
slowed down the inclusion rate even more.

Regarding the length of hospitalisation,
our manuscript describes the mean duration
of stay in the coronary care unit as shorter
for the immediate treated group. However,
duration of the total length of stay was
similar in both groups. In our opinion a
reduction in the length of stay should not be
strived for at the cost of a higher incidence of
myocardial damage.

Pharmacological treatment remains the
cornerstone of ACS treatment. Our study
definitely showed that aggressive antiplate-
let therapy is mandatory when early PCI is
considered. At the time of enrolment of
patients in the OPTIMA trial, a 300 mg
loading dose clopidogrel was considered as
the best care.3 Nowadays, a higher loading
dose of clopidogrel or even prasugrel would
have been used when considering urgent
PCI.4 Even then, we think it is unlikely that
the immediate strategy would prove to be
better than the deferred approach.

The results of the OPTIMA trial clearly
show that the approach of earliest possible
treatment in patients with STEMI does not
apply to patients with NSTE-ACS. When
considering the early invasive approach,
treatment with PCI should preferably be
delayed to allow for pharmacological stabi-
lisation.
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Coronary flow is not that simple!

To the editor: The paper by De Bruyne and
Sarma 1 reads well as a tutorial on how to
use fractional flow reserve (FFR) in a variety
of clinical circumstances. However, there are
several inaccurate statements in this tutorial
and important aspects of coronary physiol-
ogy are completely neglected. A major
misconception is the underlying assumption
of the tutorial as expressed by their fig 1.1

It is erroneous and misleading to regard
the coronary system as being linear—that is,
presenting the coronary pressure–flow rela-
tion as straight and passing through the
origin of the pressure–flow plot. The course
of such a relationship implies that coronary
flow is zero only when coronary pressure is
zero. This is simply not the case. Early on it
has been documented that in a beating heart
and in the absence of collateral flow (a) the
pressure–flow relation is concave towards
the flow axis for lower pressures; (b) the
pressure at which flow stops is higher than
the coronary venous pressure and (c) the
pressure–flow relation in the physiological
pressure range may be approximated as
incrementally linear but its extrapolated
intercept with the pressure axis, Pzf, corre-
sponds to a value equal to about half of the
mean left ventricular pressure.2 3

Pzf may easily be as high as 25 mm Hg.
The reasons for these characteristic features
of the coronary pressure–flow relation are
simple: (a) vessels are not rigid pipes but
elastic tubes that change diameter when
vascular pressure is altered and (b) compres-
sive forces related to heart contraction affect
especially the hydraulic conductivity of the
inner layers of the myocardial wall.4 All
these aspects were recently discussed in a
‘‘Basic science for clinicians’’ paper,5 which
apparently went unnoticed by the authors
of this tutorial.

Is all this basic science literature not
relevant to the clinical case? Of course it is,
since continuing to work on a false paradigm
is a serious impediment to clinical scientific
progress. Would, as a result, FFR be useless
as a clinical index? Of course not, since the
usefulness of FFR in some conditions is
supported by several clinical epidemiological
studies. However, clinical usefulness is not
proof of the underlying assumptions of FFR.

The tutorial is presumptuous at several
places but especially when it claims that FFR
combined with angiography ‘‘emerges as the
only true all-in-one approach’’ to studying
coronary pathophysiology in the clinic.
Adding flow–velocity measurement to the
pressure measurement, a technology that
has been available now for some years,
allows stenosis resistance and microvascular
resistance to be distinguished,6 7 which
cannot be done by FFR because the required
assumption that stenosis resistance and
microvascular resistance are independent of
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flow, pressure and myocardial function is
plain wrong.

This author is certainly respectful of the
FFR principle and many of its clinical
applications. This letter would not have
been written if the authors had followed the
acceptable procedure of making the reader
aware of the basic physiological reports and
stipulated that their tutorial was based on
assumptions in order to improve readability
of the paper.

However, this letter seems needed since
misconceptions are presented as facts.

J A Spaan
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The authors’ reply: We could not agree
more with Professor Spaan that coronary
physiology is not ‘‘that simple’’. Conversely,
we hope Professor Spaan will agree that
fractional flow reserve (FFR) is far and away
the simplest and most robust tool that we as

clinicians need for clinical decision-making
about revascularisation in individual patients.

Delving too deeply into the details of
coronary physiology reaches beyond the
scope of a tutorial such as the ‘‘Education
in Heart’’ series.1 For this purpose, readers
are referred to textbooks on coronary
flow2 and coronary pressure.3 We are well
aware that the hyperaemic pressure–flow
relationship is not linear over its whole
length. However, in a recent review paper
(that did not go unnoticed), Spaan et al
nicely illustrated that the passive pressure–
diameter relations of isolated resistance
arteries are almost linear in the range of
physiological pressures (.40 mm Hg).4 The
zero-flow pressure during maximal hyperae-
mia has been reported to be very close to
central venous pressure in a swine model,
where the coronary circulation closely
reflects that of humans.5 Moreover, what-
ever the exact level of zero-flow pressure,
the relation between flow and pressure will
remain unchanged at higher driving pres-
sures as encountered in the vast majority of
our patients with coronary artery disease.
Taken together, this allows us to state that
during maximal microvascular dilatation, a
given change in perfusion pressure induces a
similar percentage change in flow. This
corresponds to the underlying assumptions
of the concept and the very definition of FFR.

Our use of the term ‘‘all-in-one’’ does not
refer to simultaneous pressure and flow
velocity measurements but rather to the
combinations of an anatomical imaging
approach (such as CT or conventional
angiography) and a functional approach
(like myocardial perfusion imaging). These
combinations are often presented as the
diagnostic Holy Grail of coronary artery
disease.6 However, we emphasise that the
same information can actually be obtained
by measuring FFR in the catheterisation
laboratory, which is the very same environ-
ment where treatment can be delivered
when needed.

In theory, the combination of pressure
and flow velocity measurement could

further refine our approach to the coronary
circulation as elegantly shown by Spaan’s
group. However, practice has taught us that
individual decision-making about revascular-
isation—the ultimate goal of any diagnostic
test—is difficult to base on indices derived
from simultaneous pressure and flow velo-
city measurements.

We agree that the clinical utility of FFR is
not proof of its underlying physiological
assumptions. However, it should be noted
that this clinical usefulness of FFR was
recently further supported by the FAME
study,7 which demonstrated that in patients
with multivessel disease, the rate of death
and/or myocardial infarction was signifi-
cantly lower when FFR was used to tailor
revascularisation than when the plain angio-
gram was used. An index that did not rely
on a sound physiological basis could not
resist the test of clinical outcome data.
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